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From:

NBW YORK

To:

MOSCOW

No:

1345
22 September 1944

VIKTOR(i),
GUS' (ii] will travel to REST'sliiiJ sister[iv] on 26th
September. The sister has not been traced [Bt by means of external surveillance]; her whereabouts are unknown; she was to

have returned after the 20th.
GUS' 's journey immediately.

We shell report the outcome of

No. 757
(4 groups unrecoveredJ ach i eving conquest

[32 groups unrecoverable]
he sharply condemns the policy of the J.SLANDERS[OSTROVITYa!IE] (v]
in Italy, which
(12

groups unrocovered)

the ISLANDERS [Ct not yet as far as]

14 groups unrecovered]
for guaranteeing their own expansio ni st ends. O.[vi) (2 groups
unrecovered] in order to brief KAPITAN[vii] and in o:s words
KAPITAN agreed with his arguments about the necessity of giving
extensive aid to Italy in order to hinder her (4 groups unrecovered] by the ISL/\NDERS. KllP ITAN promised o. to discuss the
question with KABAN(viii) in QUEBEC, however o. considers that
KAPITAN did not succeed in influencing Kl\BJIN,
(5 groups unrecovered] o. said that the bankers of the COUNTRY fSTRA!IA) [ix]
a.r e carrying out the same shady' deals in Italy pursuing the
same ends as the ISLANDERS. o. had a talk with the Pope
(22

groups unrecoverable]

-Catholics, people who are non-believers and whose attitude towards the Vatican is hostile.
(73 groups unracoveredJ
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VIKTOR: Lt. Gen . P. H. FITI N.
GUS ' : i.e. GOOSE, Barry GOLD.
RBST: Or. Emil Julius Klaus FUCHS.
REST 'S sister: Kristel Fuchs HBIIIEMAN.
OSTROVITYatlE: The British.
0 .1 Brig. Gen . William V. O'DWYER, Chief of the
Allied Control Commission's economic sect ion i n
Italy.
IU\PITAN: i.e. CAPTAIN, Fra nklin o. ROOSEVELT.
ll:ABAN:
i .e. BOAR, Winston CHURCHILL.
STRANA: U.S.A.
MAJ: i.e. MAY, Stepan Zakharovich APRESYaN.
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